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ecent observational studies linking proton pump inhibitors (PPls) and adverse events
(AE5), including osteoporosis, acute interstitial nephritis (AIN), chronic kidney disease, myocardial infarction (MI), and dementia have resulted in greater scrutiny, leading
some clinicians and patients to discontinue treatment. in response to the concerns stemming from these studies and the resulting media attention, the PP! Houndtable Summit,
moderated by Gastroenterology & Endoscopy News, was convened in August 2016 to
review the articles and put them into context in assessing the implications of using PPls.
Given that recent PP! studies are observational and hypothesis-generating, the panelists
agreed that a rational and evidence-based approach is essential to avoid denying PPls
to those who may benefit from them.
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There is no single mechanism of action that explains the occurrence ot such varied
types of AEs.
The recent wave ot negative media press about PPls and potential AEs is unwarranted.
Odds ratios reported in the majority oi these observational studies were less than 2AEs were associated with but Lt caused by chronic PPI use.
The likelihood that a chronic PPI user would develop any of the reported serious AEs
is extremely low.
Consumers who use over—the—counter (OTC) PPls as indicated are at little to no risk oi
developing these serious AEs.
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or almost 30 years, proton pump inhibitors (PPls) have been the most commonly prescribed therapy for managing gastrointestinal (GI) diseases, such as gastroesophageal
reflux disease (GERD), peptic ulcer disease. and gastric ulceration caused by nonsteroidal
antl—inflammatory drugs (NSAlDs).‘ PPls are used for long—term management of GERD—related
complications such as strictures, erosive esophagitls, and Barrett’s esophagus? Additionally, overethecounter (OTC) PPls have been available for more than 10 years, and are indi
cated for short—term use in managing heartburn experienced at least twice weekly.“ Despite
extensive clinical evidence of the benefits of using PPls to treat acid—related disorders, recent
observational studies linking PPls and adverse events (AE3), including osteoporosis, acute
interstitial nephritis (AIN), chronic kidney disease, myocardial infarction (Ml), and dementia have resulted in greater
scrutiny, leading some clinicians and patients to discontinue treatment.“
“AEs have allowed this class
In response to the concerns stemming from the publication of these observational studies, the PPI Roundta—
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need
look
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News, was convened in August 2016 to review the articles
and put them into context in assessing the implications
every
remembering
of using PPls. The expert panel recognized that although
risks identified in these hypothesisgenerating observathat it’s association and
tional studies deserve to be evaluated in the context of
necessarily causality. The real
their consistency and plausibility, the potential risks also
need to be weighed against treatment goals. The panelists
challenge how
integrate this
agreed that implementing an evidencebased approach
our prescribing approach
to a benefit—risk assessment would enable clinicians to
determine which patients would benefit from using PPls.
and how we
it
This monograph reviews the efficacy and safety of PP!s
in managing acid—related disorders and provides an anal—
the public. We have
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ysis of recent observational studies, evaluating the benethese data into
fits and risks of using these therapies.
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and not simply dismiss them,
but rather put
in their most
careful and correct usage.”

The efficacy of PPls is consistent with the underly—
ing mechanism for acid control. Acid is secreted into the
GI tract from the parietal cell, which can be actlvated_ by
stimuli such as acetylcholine and histamine.‘ The histamine type 2—receptor antagonists (HgFlAs). which block
the histamine receptors, inhibit lust one of these triggers.“ *2 In contrast, PPls inhibit the enzyme that regulates the acid pump. which is the final
common pathway for acid secretion.‘“‘3 PPls, which bind irreversibly to the acid pumps, are
not associated with the tachyphylaxis that occurs with repeat dosing of H9RAs.“ PPls, which
concentrate rapidly in the parietal cell after administration, have not been clearly linked to any
significant biological activity outside of this target.“
Multicenter trial programs with omeprazole across multiple indications have been followed
with lansoprazole, pantoprazole, rabeprazole. esomeprazolet and dexlansoprazole.“ These
closely resemble one another in chemical structure, appear to achieve similar rates of efficacy
for common indications, and have been uniformly associated with a high degree of tolerability and a low rate of AEs.*"3
Clinical evidence regarding both the efficacy and safety of PP|s is extensive. In trials
comparing PP|s with l-l2FtAs. the previous standard for acid control, healing rates and
symptom control for acid—related disorders—GERD and peptic ulceration—improved significantly with PPls. Research has shown in GEFiD—related esophagitis, about 80% of patients
experience heartburn relief compared with 50% of patients on H2RA therapy.‘ In a meta
analysis that calculated per-week benefit. PPls nearly doubled the rate of both healing
(11.7% vs 5.9%) and complete heartburn relief (11 5% vs 6.4%) compared with H:.RAs.‘° Similar

—Phfiip Katz, MD
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relative efficacy was demonstrated when PP|s were compared with H2BAs for duodenal ulcer
and gastric ulcers.” A meta—analysis of 30 studies found that patients receiving 2 weeks
of PPI therapy for duodenal ulcers showed a higher healing rate compared with ranitidine
(l5.2 percentage units; P<0.00t); after 4 weeks of treatment, the healing rate for patients
with gastric ulcers or reflux esophagitis increased (9.9 percentage units [P:0.005] and 23
percentage units [P<0.001], respectivelyl." PPI-therapy also was associated with a higher
healing rate than cimetidine (20.6 percentage units; P<0.000l) in patients with duodenal
ulcer after 2 weeks of treatment.”
Because of their efficacy and safety profile. PPls are considered as accepted empirical
therapy for managing acid—related symptoms of GERD, according to guidelines from the

American College of Gastroenterology.“

Evaluating PP! Observational Studies
PPls are prodrugs that are activated when they reach the acid space of the gastric parietal cellfo Because of their weak base, PPls accumulate selectively in the stimulated parietal
cell's secretory canaliculus.“ As a result of the limited opportunity for off—target effects. the
focus for potential AEs during Iong—term therapy has been on the direct or indirect conse
quences of sustained acid suppression. Concern
regarding risks from reducing gastric acid predates
the approval of the first PPl. and was an important
focus ofthe preclinical development and initial clinical studies.‘‘» The potential risks cited recently in
observational studies are arising decades after initial safety studies demonstrated that reductions in
gastric acid by PPls are safe over the period of time
has
of
in which clinical testing was performed.”

Hypergastrinemia

“In [the panelists’] collective
years of doing this, none of us
seen most these
really
AEs that are found when you do
these large or even do extremely
large community-based studies
with a lot of patients.

There are plausible risks from sustained acid
suppression. Early on in the development of PPls,
substantial attention was given to the potential carcinogenic effect of hypergastrinemia. a product of
sustained acid suppression in the GI tract?‘ This
—Donald 0. Castell, MD
potential risk has been revisited periodically as
the experience with PPls expanded, but progressive histologic changes have been uncommon in
patients on these therapies for up to 15 years and no reports of neoplasia could be identified
according to a review of 16 studies.“"3 Similarly, concern about the development of fundic
gland polyps. which are common on long—term acid suppression, also dissipated when no
clinically meaningful consequences could be identified when using PPls over a long period
of

time.“

Mineral and Vitamin Deficiencies
Another focus of PPI safety has been their effect on nutrients. such as iron and vitamin Bu.
which are dependent on acid for absorption. Studies evaluating this risk suggest that the risk
for anemia on PPI therapy is small overall? but the risk for vitamin Blz deficiency does appear
to be elevated in some populations. such as in patients with Zollinger-Ellison syndrome on high
doses of PPls for prolonged periods and in the elderly"? The latter group. however, is already
at risk for vitamin Bl2 deficiency, making the relative contribution of PPIS unclear.”

Bacterial Overgrowth and Infection Risk
Bacterial overgrowth in the GI tract. another potential consequence of sustained acid sup—
pression, also has been evaluated repeatedly since the introduction of PPls.?"~‘ According to
a meta—analysis of 11 studies comparing risk for small intestinal bacterial overgrowth among
PPI users and nonusers. the pooled odds ratio (OR) was 2.282 (95% Cl, 1.238—4.2O5).?’5 The
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authors noted that the association was statistically significant only when the diagnosis was
made using a highly accurate testing modality.’-‘=' Additionally. they noted that since the results
were based on testing. studies are needed to assess the Correlation with symptoms and

inalabsorption?‘-"
The evidence suggests that the risk for enteric infections. particularly overgrowth of
Clostridium difficile. is modestly increased with PPI use (OR. t.95 [95% Cl. f.47-2.85]),’9
but susceptibility factors, particularly a previous C. o'i'ffi'cile infection, appear to be important mediators of risk.“ PPls should be used prudently
in patients at elevated risk for enteric infections. such
as those hospitalized with susceptibility factors.4‘5 Similarly. observational studies suggest the risk for lung
“Many of those who
infection from aspirated bacteria in patients on PPl therapy. it real. is small but likely to be most relevant to
the titles of
patients with risk factors?‘

Osteoporosis and Fractures
Reports of a potential association between PPI
therapy and inhibited bone metabolism date back to
the early 1990s.-"5 Impaired calcium absorption stemming from low gastric acid is among proposed mechanisms. but efforts to confirm this mechanism have
generated inconsistent results?‘ 5* The focus on
this potential complication intensified with publication of a nested case-control study based on popuiation data in the United Kingdom.“ In this study. an
increased risk for hip fracture was associated with
increased duration of PPI exposure (adjusted OR. t.82
[95% Cl. 1672]) compared with l-l._:RAs (adjusted OR.
t,23 [95% CI. 1.t4—1.39])."’5 The researchers noted that
there could be potential for confounding: Patients with
comorbidities are likely to be on PPl therapy and are
likely to suffer a hip fracture due to other factors such
as poor nutrition and decreased weights“ in a more
recent meta-analysis that included this and 17 subsequent analyses. an increased risk for hip and all-site
fractures was again associated with PPI exposure. but
there was no correlation with duration of PPl use. and
the increased risk was characterized as modest? Additionally. the authors noted the absence of association
between PPls and fracture risk in some of the studies.
as well as the heterogeneity between studies being statistically significant iP<O.OO1).'3

AlN and Chronic Kidney Disease
A potential association between PP|s and risk for
acute interstitial nephritis (AlN) proposed in the early
f990s gained renewed attention when a study con-

read
these studies
misinterpret the meaning
of associations, failing to
understand the limitations of
the analysis and the distinction
between association and
causation. These are exploratory
analyses, so that even when
an association is made, it is
essential to consider whether
there is corroborating evidence
as well as biological plausibility
for a causative relationship. In
large sets of data, there is always
the potential for statistically
significant associations, but
these may not be clinically
significant even if confirmed in
additional studies.”
—-Donald O. Castell, MD

ducted with the Veterans Affairs lVA) National Database associated exposure to PPls. relative
to exposure to H;FlAs. with increased rates of AIN and chronic kidney diseases“ A separate
and subsequent population-based study supported this association" The authors of an editorial accompanying the VA study suggested that clinicians should be aware of this potential
association when considering the risk-to-benefit ratio of PPI therapy but acknowledged that
the absolute risk for these complications. if caused by PPls. is sinallf
AIN is an idiosyncratic cell-mediated immunologic reaction with many triggers.“ In addition to common infectious diseases. the list of pharmacologlc agents other than PPls that
have been associated with AIN includes most NSAlDs and antibiotics.“ An assessment of the
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pathophysiology suggests that AIN occurs in a small percentage of patients receiving therapy and
that there is no dose

depend_ence.~“~‘

Dementia
Research also has focused on the poten—
been
these
tial association between PPi therapy and risk
for dementia. Gomm and colleagues con—
for
and
ducted an observational study of 73,679
cavalier about prescribing
elderly patients from a German pharmaco~
epidemiological claims database to assess
PPls. do think that these
the association and found that there was
an increased incidence of dementia among
observational studies make
patients receiving PPI therapy (hazard ratio.
and think
carefully
1.44 [95% Cl. 1.36—i.52]).9 The authors noted
that residual confounding was possible and
before prescribing
that other potential risk factors for demen—Gary W. Falk, MD, MS
tia had not been included. The authors concluded that although there is a statistical
association. further research is needed to
assess the clinical implications using prospective trials?‘
Further assessment of this study demonstrated the challenge of diagnosing dementia and
the effect of other medications being taken for associated symptoms, such as depression.
and cognitive impairment. making the association less likely.“

using
drugs
it is easy to
many years

.“We’ve
get

us

pause

more
PPIs. ”

Myocardial Infarction Risk
The potential link between PPI therapy and risk for Ml has also been explored. Using a
novel pharmacovigilance data—mining algorithm. Shah and colleagues reported that PPI therapy was associated with an adjusted OR of 1.16 (95% Cl. t,O9—t.24) of having an Ml? The
authors noted that although the data—mining approach was validated. there may be potential
for a false positive: thus, the findings require additional investigation?

Considerations in Evaluating the Data
Population—based cohort studies have
been widely used as an exploratory tool to
establish drug safety and identify risks that
“In these observational
do not occur in controlled studies of finite
size and duration of timer‘ An assocla—
the goal
control
tion between exposure to a pharmaceutical agent, such as a PPI. and an outcome
for
factors, but
of interest provides the basis for additional
analyses
studies to explore the likelihood of a causal
link which cannot be confirmed in these ret—
be definitive
of residual
rospective analyses due to residual con—
founding.
founding‘? Moreover, associations—even if
strong and consistent—do not confer causal—
—Michael Vaezi, MD, PhD, MSc
ity. further obscuring the relevance of these
data to clinical practice. In cases where con
trolled trials are impractical due to needing a
large sample size or long duration. the strength of the association, its biological plausibility.
and the consistency of the evidence guide risk assessment. Even strong associations based
on these assessments may not alter the decision to offer treatment when balanced against a
proven expectation of benefit.
It is appropriate to recognize both the strengths and weaknesses of large sets of data.
Populationbased studies have the potential to magnify weak safety signals. but they can
also generate data that fail to differentiate statistical from clinical significance. For example.
in the dementia observational study featuring data on 73.679 individuals older than age 75.

studies,

is to

confounding
retrospective
cannot
because
con
”
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the mean age of those taking PPls was 83.8 years compared with 83.0 years for those not
taking PPls—a difference that was highly significantly different {P<0.00l) but unlikely to be
'
clinically meaningful?
Observational studies are never definitive even if the consistency and plausibility of the
observed associations are sufficient to suggest probability and warrant consideration in a
benefit—risk calculation. Further analysis is recommended.

PPI Therapy: Benefit—Flisk Calculations
The efficacy and tolerability of PPls for
the control of heartburn and other aCid—
related complaints have made these
medications among the most prescribed
worldwide.‘ Although the empirical use
guidelines,“
of PPls is consistent
the widely held perception that these
drugs are safe has led to concerns that
these have often been prescribed with—
out documentation of clinical benefit.” In
the absence of definitive diagnostic tests
for nonspecific upper GI Complaints, a
trial of PPls is an attractive strategy for
both confirming and treating heartburn,

with

,,

to Consider
Hnportant
disease severity Maybe you’re
beCaUSe yOU,Ve gCt
on 3
metabolic Syndrome
diabetes’
you’ve got all of these_ And
_
Whether YOU re on It or not: YOU
Whatever disease
may end
you are gomg to get But you’re
on a
because you also may
need it’ and then that association
_
pOpS Up because Of the dIS9aSe
- ",8 hard to Contra, for
seventy’
disease Severity ”

-

'

but benefit should be confirmed before
embarking on a sustained regimen. An
incomplete response or recurring symptoms after an initial response should suggest further clinical evaluation.
There are a number of reasons to
remain circumspect about the unexpected increase in observational studies
linking PPI exposure to an array of clinical
risks. Although these studies play a crltical role in identifying safety signals that do
—Mi'chaei' Vaezi, MD, PhD, MSC
not emerge in controlled trials. their significance is widely misinterpreted by those
unfamiliar with their purpose and design.
When the findings of these studies reach patients through conventional news sources, it is
commonly concluded that PPls cause rather than are associated with a given outcome. Such
associations are often purposefuily sensationalized to draw attention, but they may be a disservice to patients who forgo PPl therapy on the basis of a small and often theoretical risk
despite the likelihood of substantial clinical benefits.
Patients should not take or be prescribed drugs that they do not need. This is appropriate
on the basis of both safety and cost. As such. one of the benefits of the publicity surrounding
the studies associating long—term PPI therapy with AEs is more judicious use of PPls. For most
patients with an indication for PPl therapy‘ benefits are likely to outweigh risks to a degree
that meets or exceeds the benefit—to—risk calculations common to any therapy employed in
clinical medicine. For patients who do not truly need PPI therapy, however, it is likely that any
benefit is small.

OTC PPI Use: Short-Term Use as Indicated
For short—term use, the benefit—risk ratio of PPls, whether prescribed or OTC. favors treatment for any individual experiencing symptom relief. Although a small proportion of patients
prescribed PPls have reported nausea, diarrhea, and other self—limiting events. the rates are
generally similar to those observed on placebo.‘
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in 2003, the FDA approved OTC omeprazole for the treatment of heartburn? Two other
OTC PPls, lansoprazole and esomeprazole, followed.“ For all 3 PPls, the dosing is once
daily for 14 days which may be repeated at intervals of every 4 months} Safety warnings
are restricted to potential drug—drug interactions and allergic reactions. which are rare} The
labeling is consistent with postmarketing data, which continue to support a high degree of
safety. in response to several reports of an association between long—term PPI use and altered bone
metabolism, for example, a statement issued by the
FDA reconfirmed the safety of OTC PPls when used
“All of this discussion regarding
as directed.”

Conclusion

the recently published
associations is likely not
applicable when speaking about
a short course of OTC PPls. ”

The controlled evidence that PPls are safe and
effective for acute relief of heartburn, healing of
esophagitis and peptic ulcers, and other specific
treatment goals for which they are indicated is
exceptional. For patients who require and benefit from PPls, the lowest dose needed for symptom
—Gary
control is warranted. Risks, including theoretical
ones. are relevant to patients on long-term PPI
treatment. For patients who benefit from extended courses of PPI, a periodic recalculav
tion of benefit to risk is appropriate. For individuals taking short courses and low doses of
PPls, such as those outlined in OTC schedules, observational studies evaluating risks over
long—term exposure cannot be extrapolated. The consistency of the efficacy and safety in
the rnulticenter trials on which these indications are based provides a strong foundation on
which to reassure patients likely to benefit from these therapies, whether taken as directed
in OTC formulations or as prescribed in higher doses over a defined period of time for a
therapeutic goal.

w.

Falk, MD, MS
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